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Release Date:

Friday, April 21, 2017

Release Time:
Case Number:

2130 hours
17-6428/17-1810-OF

Authorization for Release:

Sergeant Hubbard

Location of Incident:

272 Elm Street

Offense:

Robbery: armed RSA: 636:1
Second Degree Assault; 631:2

Synopsis of Event:
On Friday, April 21, 2017 at approximately 0957 hours the Laconia Police
responded to 272 Elm Street reference a neighbor reporting a possible
robbery/assault occurring within the downstairs apartment of the apartment
building.
The same neighbor also reported that shortly after the banging within the
apartment had stopped a person was seen leaving the area and was described as
wearing a blue sweatshirt, mask and possibly carrying some type of object like a
baton.
When the police arrived on scene at the apartment building they quickly
discovered that someone had forced their way into the downstairs apartment and
assaulted a male with a baton type object. The police searched the area for the
suspect with the above description with negative results. A State Police K9 unit
was also used to track the person which also had negative results.
The victim
who was found within the apartment had injuries to his head along with other
minor injuries.
He was transported to the Lakes Region General Hospital and
treated for his injuries. He was later released from the hospital.
The police is seeking the help of the community in locating a vehicle of interest
that was seen leaving the area shortly after the incident had occurred.
The
vehicle is described as being a Honda Civic, four-door, color; maroon, unknown
year. The rims on the vehicle are painted silver. (Photos attached)
Anyone with any information regarding this incident should call Officer Marquis
at the Laconia Police Department at 603-524-5252.
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